4/17/95

QUESTIONS TO ASK ELENA CRUZ  (632-819-5489 or 632-818-2272)

Times of arrival and departure? Going through San Francisco, Seattle?

Possible to arrive on Friday, June 9?

May we make the airline reservations and fed ex the tickets to you, if that would be helpful?

We will be working with the Philippine Consulate to ensure rapid clearance through U.S. Customs. Is there anything in particular that you’d recommend in this regard (special needs)?

(What are Mrs. A.’s desires for a mass on Sunday? How private? How open to the community? Students would like to participate with her.

Depends on schedule) Possible for Mrs. A. to attend a breakfast/brunch on Monday, June 12, with UO Filipino / Fil-American students?

Can we provide any additional information about the UO or Eugene that may be helpful or of interest?
Any special needs for accommodations, time allowed for resting, or diet?

(Depends on schedule) Any desires for sightseeing (e.g. Oregon coast) while in Oregon?